Webinar Date:
June 18th, 2013 from
12:30—1:30pm
Webinar Log-in:
Copy and paste the link below in
your browser and log in “As
Guest” by typing in your name.

https://connect.fiu.edu/junewebinar/
RSVP by :
June 17th to Jenesis Ramirez
305-348-4437 or jenramir@fiu.edu

SCIENC E
Mastering science based skills to create a
prosperous and engaging future
COMMU NITY
Utilizing knowledge and skills gained to revitalize and enrich the community
ENG AG EM ENT
Expanding your knowledge of the latest
breakthroughs in science and technology
FUTURE
Enriching the South Florida community
through science based student engagement

Why CorrStat—Because Diseases Can’t
Cure Themselves
Topic:
CorrStat allows people to share their health data online
while protecting their privacy. CorrStat will provide researchers in the medical and related fields access to a research toolset that will drive new drugs and products to market quicker, while reducing their costs. CorrStat’s groundbreaking technology will change how studies are done, if
they are needed, or quickly determine if a current investigative approach will bear merit. Imagine obtaining viable clinical trial participants in minutes instead of months or years.
Speaker:
Michael Gregson began his career as an engineer at Bell Laboratories and has worked in various engineering, marketing, and management positions for major corporations such
as Siemens, Fujitsu, Racal, Applied Digital Access, Hi/FN,
Ameritec, and SimpleTech. While at these companies,
Michael's leading edge designs solved problems years ahead
of their time. He holds a Computer Science Degree from
North Central College and an Electronic Engineering degree
from Nashville State Technical Institute. Michael is the CEO
at WaveFront Health Technologies and the Founder and
Chairman of the Life Science & Technology HUB.
About the company
WaveFront Health Technologies is developing CorrStat, the
world’s first and only interactive health and lifestyle information network. Security and privacy are ensured by
CorrStat’s unique patent pending software.
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